
This is a counter-suit case, taking the declaration of our “employees”/ as
does form a government:   that my tiny infraction of a traffic rule, as is common
practice across all of rural america:  which threatened no life/ risked no property/
and is proven by my own driving history, critically without cause to believe it would.

The same CANNOT be said of the employees throughout government in this
state or this USA.  Rather greed consumes them, justice fails everyone, the extreme
threats:  of mutilating DNA as is the reality of genetics; NATURE IS GENETICS, the
reality of how every single body of life is built.  Just what would you allow some
other person to play god with (make decisions without you)/ over your body?  Take
out your liver maybe/ disconnect your arms and legs/ let your heart fall into your
stomach?  What, would you be better off with if some “damn monkey” were given the
keys, to change life on this earth forever: because that is literally what they are doing.  

Therefore I say to you: they threaten me, and you.  And my tiny infraction
means nothing.

These employees risk our entire planet with fusion, through the national
ignition facility; which as its name implies has a purpose that includes bringing
fusion here to this earth.  Fusion is the burning of atomic bonds/ which means
everything here is fuel; CANNOT be put out.  The extra special smart people say:  
“It will put itself out, because there isn’t enough gravity here to sustain it”: so it’s a
worthless experiment! Or a lie, and they are simple terrorists intent upon killing us
all/ because they want to play god, that badly.  HOWEVER when they are proven
wrong, the entire atmosphere is ejected in less than one month, and we stand in a
lake of fire, as death on earth.  How is that, worth the risk!

The history of our planet proves Noah’s flood did exist: BECAUSE there is
absolutely no other method by which all the gas, oil, and coal could exist at the
depths and in the concentrations that have been proven true: without that flood. 
But hidden from your view, refused by the media:  by the university diplomas; that
want your mind, to be controlled by them: isn’t it true?  There are debts beyond all
possibility of payment; which means it is literally inflation, but hidden, so the few
gain all the numbers, and the rest become slaves.  Current claim is 1226 billionaires
in the US/ can you not see the truth in this reality?  Add in, Every 1 trillion dollars
equals 308 million citizens, “babies and all”: owe, $3246.75. The media reports
ONLY the federal debts/ and that does not even include social security: together as of
last summer, by the federal reserve reporting site: we owe as a nation $120 trillion
dollars! Go ahead, collect from your infant/ ain’t that so?  Which means our
employees have been LYING / CHEATING/ AND STEALING from us all; using/
abusing/ and planning our extinction, because they don’t want to pay the price, or
deny themselves anything.  Their answer is: fantasy and delusion/ propaganda and
fools.

  There ARE many great and terrible threats; to our very survival as a planet or
its life; identified, and able to be proven true.  And I am accused of threatening you,
as is this ticket: because a traffic rule is suppose to protect life.  But the reality is: this



town has been using traffic violations as a means of generating revenue, extorting the
public (beyond themselves), and defiling the purpose of government which is to
produce peace, harmony, and opportunity to participate for all the people, all the time. 
Peace and harmony are joined, when we choose to respect, when we establish justice,
and when we aid the value of life and living with clear decisions that are generated by
the truth: and its clear decision, “we intend to be friends”. In other words:   IT’S A
CHOICE, the lazy, the fool, and the failure never make!

They charged me with $120 fine.  I DO countersue with the demand:
BRING ME REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, AS IS THE LAW, of our constitution
in this state, the fifth amendment.  As is the first amendment of the US constitution:
and let us all see, who threatens/ who risks life and property and value and war, in a
courtroom demanding accountability and truth.   In greater trials before many judges:
this law HAS BEEN DENIED TO ME, in all courtrooms both state of IL, and US
federal courts, and US supreme court, in three separate trials.  THAT, IS TYRANNY
EXPOSED.  That is anarchy, and open rebellion against the democracy guaranteed to
be, “this UNITED States of America”.  By our employees, the law is not a choice:
they must comply.  This tiny rule however, is nothing more than a notation describing
who was most at fault, when things go wrong; because we all choose NOT to get into
a wreck/ or its criminal.  Unlike the employees who know the horror and tragedy of
playing god is coming: and “pull in front of the truck on purpose”.  I WAS, fully
aware of the realities involved, and made no decision to risk/ threaten/ or otherwise
gamble with harm, for any life whatsoever.

This is a case about the rights and realities of democracy itself/ versus the
rules, that give power over us, “to rulers”.  Not the end of rules, the understanding of
life, governed as a society by the liberty (our choice)/ that we choose to inflict upon
ourselves. Not a game. Expanded beyond a traffic violation/ because of necessity; a
last chance to intervene for the sake of life on earth. So says the evidence of our
reality.  This is a personal decision, to provide one last chance for a random
selection of jurors: to make a choice that is beyond simply wanting something/ by
acting or choosing to make a difference for society itself.  This is the last attempt for
me, to help you recognize, what you must understand; before true crisis comes/ before
the point of no return is past, for life on this earth. The answer is law, the reality is
you!  Or more simply, you must save yourselves, with the law. This is a description
of what is real, but as yet unseen in terms of critical threats against us, that will
heavily impact ALL our lives/ and our world, unless we do make the changes that are
necessary today.  This is not “believe what I say”/ this is asking to investigate the
evidence that is fundamentally proven, a threat to our lives, our society, and our
future.  To be wrong, is to be dead; with many of these threats.  To choose ignorance
instead of defending life, is cowardice.  To hide or run away from our reality, instead
of face the truth; because the world itself is in jeopardy:    is insane.   We cannot go



back/ we must make better decisions: DON’T GAMBLE.
This is an insignificant case, about a tiny infraction of the law, that serves to

prove: power takes away freedom.  Democracy without justice, becomes a lie.  And
rules without the foundations necessary to prove restraint, are nothing more than the
failure of any society.  Because the people refuse to rule themselves.  They give their
responsibility to rules, “I don’t want to work or listen or think” / they give their
freedom to rulers, “to make me safe, with a gun, or a force to inflict damage”.  They
give their decisions to politicians, saying “make me happy”.  They give their future to
a university, saying “I will believe, make me a god too/ take away all my pain”. Or
more simply: the threat of horrendous things (WEAPONS), that have come from the
universities; HAVE made you fear them, and capitulate your own authority to
appease, their thirst for power and greed..

 Thereby the courts throughout this state and federal system, have refused
constitutional law.  Thereby the university threatens us with the mutilation of all life
on earth (nature is genetics)/ by bringing the same fire as is on the sun here to this
planet (where everything is fuel for that fire, including rocks, water, etc).  Thereby we
are bankrupt both state and nation.  Thereby instead of world law, and making the
rulers obey: we are at war, as a nation there are more threats of war, over nuclear
weapons; which CAN ESCALATE beyond anything expected.  Thereby a tiny
infraction of a rule can result in absolute injustice: because it gives no allowance for
the reality and disparity of income/ making what is a tremendous penalty for some,
nothing more than a slight irritation for others.  Thereby the police consider
themselves to be “a separate force, an army against; that must protect themselves first;
rather than let the law decide.  Because the law of men and politicians, even a jury;
can be unfair”.  The reality of power is, “corrupting”.  The consequence is anger and
hate.

 Thereby the question arises: if freedom were valued/ if life itself was
respected rather than the money.  WHAT then would we the people do? If they
understood fear is not an option?

The answer is: we the people would investigate our truth/ examine our reality/
search within ourselves for responsible answers/ and create a new and different
world, within which all these threats, & all these tragedies coming would be
mediated.  The answer is:  through redress of grievances, as is the foundation of our
government in this United States of America.  The preamble to that document declares
a right, and establishes our ownership: To choose for ourselves.

 “United” has a meaning;   “Look it up”.  Justice is a cause, that literally knows
not, what power means.  Rather justice searches for value, establishes respect, and
identifies the truth first, before all other decisions can be made.  Life, truth, and
justice;  are the purpose of this trial! 


